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1 Overview
The DMX ores are made of a transmitter and re eiver ores. Both fully implement the DMX512
proto ol in hardware and map the DMX hannels in the CSR address spa e.

2 Channel a ess
Both ores map the 512 DMX hannels from addresses 0x000 to 0x7f . The CSR interfa e is
32-bit and only the 8 lower bits are signi ant and represent the DMX hannel value; the 24
upper bits are always 0. The rst DMX hannel is mapped at address 0x000, the se ond at
address 0x004, the third at address 0x008 and so forth.
The transmitter ore ontinuously transmits a DMX signal ontaining the hannel data. The
hannel data an be read and written at any time over the CSR interfa e without any glit h
o uring on the transmitted signal.
The re eiver ore ontinuously tries to re eive a DMX signal and updates the hannel data. The
hannel data an be read at any time, and ea h hannel value is updated atomi ally (i.e. no
invalid data is returned if a hannel is read over the CSR interfa e at the same time as it is
re eived).

3 Thru mode
To be able to a t as a traditional DMX re eiving devi e, the transmitting DMX ore an simply
forward the in oming DMX signal instead of transmitting the data from the host CPU. This
mode is enabled by writing a 1 to the oset 0x800, and disabled (default) by writing 0.
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